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A b s t r a c t 

I he purpose of this paper is to discuss and compare 
t w o types o f methods fo r reasoning w i t h 
i n c o n s i s t e n t be l i e f bases coherence based 
approaches to non monolonic entailment based on 
the se lec t ion and management of consistent 
subbascs and argumentation systems based on the 
construction and selection of arguments in favor of 
a conc lus ion we present several argumentation 
systems then we show that most of the associated 
inference relations can be also defined using wel l 
known principles for selecting consistent subbases 
So we establish a formal correspondence between 
the so-called argumentation paradigm and recent 
work on n o n m o n o t o n i c entai lment Lastly we 
propose several d i rect ions for further research 
concerning the integrauon of preference relations 
into argumentation systems 

1 Introduction 
Reasoning f r o m inconsistent bel ie fs is a s ign i f i can t 
problem in A r t i f i c i a l Inte l l igence In this paper bel ief 
bases are considered "syntact ical ly" as in [Nebel 1991] 
each bel ie f is a dist inct piece of in fo rmat ion and only 
beliefs which are expl ic i te ly present in the base are taken 
in to account I t departs f r om the log ica l point of v iew 
where a base is ident i f ied w i th the set of its models Our 
purpose is to compare two ma in types of approaches lo 
reasoning f rom inconsistency 

The approaches based on the no t ion of maximal 
consistent subbase1 where non monotonic inference 
relations are defined by the combination of a mechanism for 
generating "pre fer red" bel ie f subbascs a p r inc ip le for 
selecting some of these subbases and the classical inference 
(Sec [Cavro l and Lagasquie-Schiex, 1993 1994] for a 
thorough presentat ion of these inference relations) As 
preferred subbases a l l the max ima l consistent subbases 
may be considered or the consistent subbases ot maximal 
cardinali ty [Benferhat et al 1993a] Other meamngs of 
"preferred'' have been studied induced by the presence of an 
ordering on the belief base [Brewka 1989, Geffner 1992 
Cayrol et al 1993] As a selection pnnc ip le (see [Pinkas 

1 maximal for set inclusion consistent subbases were 
first introduced by Rescher and Manor []970] 

and Lorn 1992] for a taxonomy of selection principle;.) we 
usually f i nd the existent ial one select ing one of the 
preferred subbases or the universal one selecting alt the 
preferred subbases An intermediary pnnc ip le cal led 
argumentative in [Benferhat et al 1993b] leads lo the 
fo l lowing consequence relations "I conclude 0 f rom the 
bel ief base if al least one preferred subbase classically 
entails $ and no preferred subbase classically entails -• <►" 

- Independently argument based approaches to defeasible 
reasoning have been developed [ L i n and Shoham 1989 
Vreeswijk 1991 Pol lock 1992 Stman and I x u i 1992 
Dung 1993 B v a n g Goransson et al 1993a & 1993b 
Hunter 1994] Argumentat ion is a general principle based 
on the c o n s t r u c t i o n and use of arguments \n 
argumentation system is def ined by specifying the way of 
constructing and using arguments The basic idea is lo view 
reasoning as a process of first construct ing arguments in 
favor of a conc lus ion and then se lect ing the most 
acceptable of them In ouier words a statement w i l l be 
inferred if the arguments supporting tins statement can be 
successfully defended against the arguments supporting the 
opposite statement 

As recently discussed in [Benferhat et al 1995] these 
two types of approaches correspond lo two attitudes in Iroot 
of inconsistent beliefs one attitude is lo restore coherence 
by selecting consistent subbases the other one is to accept 
inconsistency by providing arguments for each conclusion 

In this paper we establish a close correspondence 
between these two models of reasoning referred lo as 
coherence basedreasoimigandargument-basedreasorung in 
the fo l low ing Fust we present and discuss two completely 
formalized argumentation systems Then we show thai the 
associated inference relations can be exactly restated in the 
f r a m e w o r k of coherence based enta i rment with an 
appropriate select ion p n n c i p l e on max ima] consistent 
subbases Final ly we propose directions for further research 
concern ing the in tegra t ion o f preference re la t ions in 
argumentation systems Results are g iven wi thout proofs 
due lo space l imitations Proof s appear in [Cayrol 199S] 

2 Argumentation Systems 
Throughout this paper X is a preposit ional language i— 
denotes classical entai lment K_ and E denote sels of 
formulas of L K wh ich may be empty represents a core 
of knowledge and is assumed consistent Contrasledly 
formulas of E represent defeasible pieces of knowledge or 
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We conclude this section with a few words about related 
work A similar notion of stable extension was proposed in 
[Siman and Loui 1992] for modelling argumentation-based 
inference The construction relies upon a refinement of the 
counterargumentation which takes into account the 
specificity of arguments MoTe precisely an argument A 
"defeats" an argument B ift B contains a subargument less 
specific than A nd which is in disagreement with A 
Geffner |1992] proposed a notion of stable argument to 
account for conditional entailment in the framework of 
default reasoning A stable argument is an argument which 
"defeats" each conflicting argument where A "defeats" B iff 
A. contains a subargument preferred than B and conflicting 
with B The preference relation is extracted from the 
knowledge base and accounts for conditional aspects of 
defaults including specificity Most inferences authorized 
by conditional entailment are recovered with the concept of 
stable argument Specificity and more generally preference 
criteria wil l be briefly discussed in Section 5 

4 Recovering Coherence-Based Non
monotonic Entailment 
Throughout this section we consider the argumentation 
system (AR(E) "undercuts") We recall that the belief base 
E may be K inconsistent The coherence-based approach for 
handling inconsistency involves a revision step the 
selection of several consistent subbases (the so called 
preferred belief subbases) before applying classical 
entailment The term "syntax-based" has been first used to 
designate that kind of approach For instance syntax-based 
revision procedures were defined by Nebel [1991] and 
prioritized syntax-based entailment has been studied by 
[Benferhatef al 1993a] Here we consider syntax-based 
inference (from 3C U E£) as defined through the management 
of maximal K-consistent subbases of E A maximal K-
consistent subbases of E is called a thesis of (K E) in the 
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Geffner 1992] [Cayrol et al 1993] or b> cer ta inty 
degrees [Benferhat et al 1993b] 

More works need to be done to integrate preference 
ordering between arguments in to argumentat ion systems 
part icular ly as regards the de f in i t i on of consequence 
relations More precisely the Fo l lowing points deserve 
consideration 

compar ison of arguments in favo r of the same 
conclusion Given a prior i ty relation on the belief base we 
need appropriate aggregation modes to define a preference 
relation on the different supports of a statement This k ind 
of preference should respect the m in ima l i t y fo r set 
inclusion See [Cayrol et al 1993] fo r prel iminary work 
on the subject 

comparison of arguments for contradictory conclusions 
A preference relation between "confl ict ing'1 arguments may 
lead to a new definit ion of the relation "defeats" [Siman and 
Lou i 1992 ( jef fner 1992] For instance the argument 
( H I h i ) "defeats" (H2 h2) i f f there exists a subargumenl 
of (He h2) in disagreement w i t h but less preferred than 
( H I h i ) Thus a new argumentation system is obtained in 
w h i c h the cons t ruc t ion of acceptabi l i ty classes and 
associated consequence relations can be performed A 
preference between conf l i c t ing arguments may be also 
direct!) used to define a consequence relation such as 0 is 
inferred if there exists an argument concluding 0 which is 
preferred to each argument concluding 0 I his def ini t ion 
was proposed in the f ramework of possibi l ist ic logic b\ 
[Benferhalefa/ 1993b] 

de f in i t ion of new acceptabi l i ty classes G iven an 
argumentation system for instance ('XR('E) "undercuts") 
we may consider the arguments which are never "rebutted" 
(resp "undercut") b) a preferred argument Once again new 
acceptability classes w i l l induce (a p r ion) new consequence 
relations 

Besides much work ha i been devoted to die integration 
ol preference re lat ions in to non-monolonic inference 
sthemas (see [Cayrol and Lngasquie-Schiex 1993] for a 
survey) When the bel ief base is equipped w i t h a pre 
ordering (namely a pr ior i ty relat ion) a selecnon principle 
(universal existential or argumentative) is coupled wi th a 
mechanism ol generation of preferred subbases These 
generation mechanisms usually respect maximality for set 



inclusion and select preferred subbases among the theses 
For instance inclusion-based preference combines priorities 
and maxima] consistent subbases while lexicographic 
preference[Benferhatef al 1993a] combines pronties and 
consistent subbases of maximal cardinality As in the case 
of a flat belief base it w i l l be interesting to establish 
connections between the various inference schemas 
developed in the framework of argumentation systems with 
preference and the inference relations defined through 
selections principles of preferred theses We are currently 
working on this topic 
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